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A
Access Rights tool, 294, 294
access vaults, 145
Account Admins dialog, 282
accounts, 5
Active Only control
  feature themes, 267
terrain themes, 259
Adaptive LOD (level of detail) setting, 128
Add A New Caption tool, 242, 245
Add A New Keyframe tool, 236
Add A New Scenario tool, 291, 295
Add a New Theme control
  feature themes, 267, 270
terrain themes, 259, 263
Add A New Title tool, 242, 244
Add Bookmark tool, 36, 37, 57
Add Camera Path Animation tool, 234, 235, 238
Add Crane Animation tool, 245
Add Date/Time tool, 277
Add File Data Source menu, 45, 45, 47, 54
Add Group dialog, 280, 281, 283
Add Location dialog, 38
Add Material tool, 182
Add New Proposal dialog, 70–72, 70, 72
Add New Storyboard tool, 233, 234, 238, 277
Add tool for styles, 162–163, 181
Add User tool, 281
Add Vertex tool
  buildings, 107
coverages, 98
roads, 82, 84
Added Texture File To Model Resources dialog
  coverages, 171
  material groups, 182
  Admin role, 282
Administer Groups dialog, 280–283, 281
Advanced Settings setting, 40
aerial photography, 45, 49–51, 49
Alpha Channel, 166, 168
Altitude setting in Range Finder, 253
ambient occlusion
  3D graphics, 210, 212–213
  model generation, 204
  performance effects, 127
  visual effects, 217, 218, 222
Analysis Type setting, 260
Analyze toolbar, 13–15, 247
analyzing design, 247
  feature themes, 266–272, 266–268, 271–272
  light and shadow, 273–278, 273–274, 276–278
  model measurements, 247–251, 248–249, 251
  terrain analysis, 256–265, 257–258, 260, 262–264
  visual analysis, 252–256, 252–253, 255–256
animations
  camera path
    applying, 234–237, 235
    editing, 239–240, 240
    exercise, 238–239
date/time, 274
types, 241–242, 241
water effect, 130
Antialiasing setting, 208, 208
Appearance setting, 208, 208
Application Options dialog
  3D graphics, 207, 207, 212, 215
display settings, 26
model generation, 205–207
navigation, 29–30, 30, 214
pipelines, 147, 147, 149
Sun & Sky settings, 225
units, 251
visualization options, 200, 200
Application Options tool, 18
Apply This Setting option, 140
Area Of Interest setting, 292, 292
aspect in terrain themes, 257
aspect ratio for snapshots, 228
asphalt material, 165, 169–176, 174–175, 182–185
asset cards, 14, 14
Assign Users To Groups dialog, 281, 281
attributes for vector data, 62–63
Author role, 281
Auto-brightness setting, 230
Auto Update option for water areas, 135
Autodesk account, 4
Avg. Brightness setting, 230

B
backfaces
  3D graphics, 210, 211, 214, 214
  pipelines, 147, 149
bank width for water areas, 129, 132, 135, 136
barriers
  creating, 139
gizmos, 139–140
properties, 140
working with, 138, 138–139, 141–144, 142–144
Barriers tool, 12
base models, 39
coordinate systems, 42–44, 44
creating, 39–42, 40–41
extents, 58–61, 58, 60
ground imagery, 45–51, 45–50
surface layers, 61–62, 61–62
terrain data, 52–58, 52–57
vector data, 62–67, 64–67
Block And Floor Arrangement Editor dialog, 189–190, 190–192
blocks and block sequences for facade styles, 188–189

bookmarks
  navigation, 36–38, 37
terrain data, 57, 57
Bookmarks panel, 24, 24
Bookmarks tool, 7
Bounding Box tool, 293
bounding boxes
  scenarios, 293
trees, 125
brick material style, 163
Bridge Design feature, 8
Bridge style, 176
bridges
  creating, 85, 86
  roads, 180, 180
  simulating, 75
brightness setting
  renders, 230
visual effects, 220, 220
buffer width for water areas, 128–129, 132, 135, 136
Building Facade Detail setting, 201–204, 201–203
buildings
  city furniture, 156
  creating, 101–105, 102, 104–105
gizmos, 105–106
  height, 255, 256
importing, 64–66, 64–66
  right-click menu, 107–108, 107
Buildings tool, 12, 101

C

Camera Behavior settings, 236–237
camera path animations
  applying, 234–237, 235
  editing, 239–240, 240
  exercise, 238–239
Camera Snapshot dialog, 227–228, 228, 231
Camera Speed Control settings, 237
  captions for storyboards, 242–243, 242–243
catalogs for styles, 162–165, 163–165
cells in facade styles, 186–188, 187–188
center mouse wheel, 28
Change Active Facets tool
  buildings, 103
  coverages, 87, 91
channels for pipelines, 145
Choose Data Sources dialog, 299, 299, 302
circles for pipelines, 145
city furniture, 156–158, 156–157
City Furniture tool, 12
Civil 3D, collaboration with, 298–303, 298–303
Clear All Measurements option, 249, 249
Clear Selected tool, 11
Clip To Model Extent option, 65–66
Cloud Cover setting, 225
cloud imports, 47
collaboration
  Civil 3D, 298–303
  InfraWorks 360, 279–283, 280–283
  Start Page settings, 2, 4
Collapse All control
  feature themes, 268
terrain themes, 259
color
  3D graphics, 211
  coverages, 172
  material styles, 166, 166, 169–170, 170
text, 118
  vs. texture, 170
visual effects, 220–221, 220–221
Color From/To setting
  feature themes, 269
terrain themes, 261
Colorize setting, 221, 221
compass in ViewCube, 32
Configure Coverage dialog, 172, 172
Configure Coverage/Parking Lot With Curb dialog, 173
Container tab for storyboards, 242
Contrast setting, 220, 220
coordinate systems
  georeferenced data, 23
  overview, 42–44, 44
  roads, 81
  selecting, 48–49
terrain data, 56
Copy Item dialog for styles, 163, 163, 165
Copy option for buildings, 108
Copy To A Different Catalog tool, 163
Copy To The Current Catalog tool, 164
coverages
  creating, 89–93, 90–93
  exercise, 87–89, 87–89
  overview, 93
  gizmos, 94–95, 94–95
  right-click menu, 95–96, 96–97
roads, 75
smooth radius, 97, 97
styles, 171–176, 174–175
Coverages for Type option, 89
Coverage Search Radius setting, 204
Coverages tool, 12, 87
Crane animation, 241
Create an Attribute Filter dialog, 11
Create & Run Scripts tool, 10, 18
Create Filter Expression dialog, 196, 196
Create Link dialog, 119
Create New Catalog dialog, 164, 164
Create Snapshot tool, 17
Create toolbar, 12–13
Ctrl key for selections, 153
culverts, 145
curbs, 88, 92, 154, 173, 178–179, 179
Current Proposal tool, 7
Cut option for buildings, 108
Cut transition, 236

D
data, imperfect, 137
Data Source Configuration dialog
  coverages, 90
ground imagery, 48–50, 48
IMX files, 302, 302
terrain data, 54
vector data, 64–66, 64–65
data source-generated road features, 82
Data Sources panel, 25, 25
Data Sources tool, 9
Data Table tool, 19
database coordinate systems, 44
date and time settings
  light and shadows, 276–277
  renders, 230
storyboards, 274, 274
sun and sky, 223–224
Day Of Year option, 274
Decorations settings, 177
Define By Coordinates option, 59
Define Interactively Using A Bounding Box option, 59
Define Interactively Using A Polygon option, 59
Define Model Extent setting, 40
Define New Coverage dialog, 174
Define New Facade dialog, 189, 192
Define New Material dialog material groups, 182
material styles, 167–169, 168
textures, 171
Define New Material Group dialog, 182, 183
Define New Road dialog, 184–185, 184
Delete tool
buildings, 108
styles, 162–163
Delete Keyframe tool, 236
Delete Scenario tool, 291
Delete Selected Theme control feature themes, 267
terrain themes, 259
DEM (digital elevation model) files, 53
density setting for trees, 122, 124
Description setting models, 40
scenarios, 292
design, 69
analyzing. See analyzing design buildings creating, 101–105, 102, 104–105
distances measuring, 247–251, 248–249, 251
in point selection, 102
Range Finder, 253
tree vs. horizontal, 250
Distribution Pylon - Cross Country 3D model style, 138
Distribution setting feature themes, 269
terrain themes, 260
distributions, 271–272
Divided Highway option, 78
docked panels, 8
double-clicking, 61
Download As dialog, 4–5
drag-and-drop for multiple data sources, 50–51, 50
Drainage Design feature, 8
draping
aerial photos, 26
cov erages, 88, 88
ground imagery, 63
terrain data, 52, 53
vector data, 65–67, 65
Driving Lanes setting, 179
Duplicate tool, 15, 17
buildings, 108
styles, 163
Duplicate Scenario tool, 291
Duplicate Selected Theme control feature themes, 267
terrain themes, 259
duplicating tracks for roads, 179
Duration setting for camera path animations, 236

E
Edit Area Of Interest tool, 291
edit mode for roads, 79–80
Edit tool, 13
buildings, 108
styles, 164
Edit Mode tool, 7
Edit Scenario tool, 291
Edit Selected Theme control feature themes, 267
terrain themes, 259
Edit Tooltip dialog
buildings, 108
points of interest, 114, 115, 118–119
Edit Vertices command, 96, 97
elevation and elevation gizmo
3D distances, 249
barriers, 139
city furniture, 157
cov erages, 94–95, 94
DEM files, 53
flood simulation, 264, 264
pipelines and pipeline connectors, 152–153
points of interest, 115
roads, 81, 81
terrain themes, 257
trees, 122
ellipses for pipelines, 145
Email URL tool, 291
embankments, 97, 97, 100, 132–135, 178
Entire Model tool, 293
environment overview, 1
models, 20–27, 21, 23–27
navigation. See navigation
Start Page, 2–5, 3–4
user interface.
   See user interface
equal distributions, 271–272
Exit Edit Mode tool
buildings, 108
description, 82
Export control
feature themes, 268
styles, 163
terrain themes, 259
Expand All control
feature themes, 268
terrain themes, 259
Export FBX tool, 18
Export IMX tool, 18, 298
Export To IMX dialog, 298, 298,
300–301
exporting
catalogs, 163
IMX files, 298, 298, 300–301, 300
video files, 246, 246
Exposure Settings options, 229–231
extents, 58–61, 58, 60, 73, 73
extruded shapes for pipelines, 145

F
Facade Atlas Limit setting, 202
facade styles
buildings, 102, 201–204,
201–203
creating, 188–192, 190–193
working with, 186–188, 187–188
Fade transition, 236
Fade From Black transition, 236
Fade From White transition, 236
Feature Class setting, 269
Feature Density setting, 122
feature themes, 266–272, 266–268,
271–272
Feature Themes panel, 266–268, 266
Feature Themes tool, 13
Field Of View setting, 221, 221
File Name setting for snapshots, 228
fill styles for coverages, 171–172
flags, 117–118
flood simulation, 264–265, 264
floors in facade styles, 187
folders, 23, 23
forest mitigation areas, 126
formats, 22
formatting text, 118
Full-screen Mode tool, 7
furniture, city, 156–158, 156–157
G
Gamma setting, 229
General Settings for roads, 176–177
Generator Threads setting, 200
Geo Location tab, 65
dereferenced data, 23, 43
geospatial data sources, 51
GeoTIFF terrain data, 53–58, 54–57
Getting Started window, 3
gizmos
barriers, 139–140
buildings, 105–106
city furniture, 157
coverages, 94–95, 94–95
pipelines and pipeline
connectors, 152
points of interest, 115–116
roads, 79–81, 81
trees, 120–122
water features, 131–132
Go To Keyframe Location
setting, 237
Grass Pond option, 134
Grayscale option, 221
grips. See gizmos
ground imagery, importing, 45–51,
45–50
Group Height Transition Zone
Width setting, 178, 184
Group/Track Name setting, 178
groups
InfraWorks 360, 280–284,
280–283
material, 181–183, 183
handrails, 145
Heading setting for Range
Finder, 253
hedges, 124
height and height gizmo
barriers, 140
buildings, 106, 255, 256
city furniture, 157
material styles, 167
pipeline and pipeline
connectors, 152–153
points of interest, 116
rectangular prisms, 138
trees, 121–122, 125
Height Offset setting, 153
Help tool, 8
High setting in model generation, 202, 202
High Visual Quality setting, 127,
215, 216
Home icon, 9
Home in ViewCube, 32–33, 33
Horizontal Pattern setting, 190–191
HSV (Hue Saturation Value)
system, 166
HTML
points of interest, 114
tooltips, 113
Hue Saturation Value (HSV)
system, 166
hydrologic analysis, 265
hyperlinks for tooltips, 113
I
icons
appearance, 15, 16
renders, 230
IMG files, 53
immersive user interfaces, 6
imperfect data, 137
Import control
feature themes, 268
styles, 162
terrain themes, 259
important locations.
   See points of interest
imported data coordinate
systems, 44
importing
coverages, 89
ground imagery, 45–51, 45–50
IMX files, 299
terrain data, 52–58, 52–57
vector data, 62–67, 64–67
IMX files, 298–301
Inclination setting for Range
Finder, 253
InfraWorks 360
accounts, 5
collaboration through, 279–283,
280–283
vs. InfraWorks, 2–3
InfraWorks 360 Groups, 280–284, 280–283
inlets, 145, 149–151, 150
Intelligent Tools, 8–9, 9
   Analyze toolbar, 13–15
   Create toolbar, 12–13
   Manage toolbar, 9–10
   Presentation toolbar, 16–17
   Select toolbar, 11
   settings, 9
   Settings and Utilities toolbar, 17–19
intersections, 74–75, 75
J
Jenks distribution, 272
JP2 files, 48
K
Keep Aspect Ratio option, 228
Keep Speed option, 237
keyboard for navigation, 31
Keyframe (Current) setting, 236
Keyframe (Name) setting, 237
keyframes in camera path animations, 234–237, 235
L
lakes. See water areas
LandXML files, 53
Lane Markings Material, 184, 187
layers, surface, 61–62, 61–62
layouts for facade styles, 188
left mouse button, 28
length of rectangular prisms, 138
light and shadow analysis, 273–278, 273–274, 276–278
Light Intensity setting, 220, 221
light poles, 156
Load Extent From File option, 59
local models, 5
location
   coordinate systems, 43
   models, 40
location gizmo for roads, 80–81, 81
Lock Mouse Navigation Above
   Ground option, 30, 30, 147, 149
lock symbols, 102
logarithm distributions, 272
Look Around animation, 241
Low setting in model generation, 201, 201
M
Manage icon for proposals, 70
Manage Surface Layers dialog, 62, 62
Manage Surface Layers tool, 10, 17, 26–27
Manage toolbar, 9–10
manholes, 145
Manual Style setting, 194
Master proposal, 72
material groups
   coverages, 87–88, 172
   roads, 177
   styles, 181–183, 183
   water areas, 130
Material root catalog, 165
material styles, 166, 166–167
   buildings, 102
   with color, 169–170, 170
   coverages, 87–88
   creating, 167–168, 168
   with textures, 170–171
   water areas, 130
Material tab for water areas, 130
Maximum Value setting
   feature themes, 269
   terrain themes, 260
Measure Path Distance tool, 14, 247, 249
Measure Point-to-Point tool, 14, 247–248, 248
measuring models, 247–251, 248–249, 251
Median Bridge style, 85
Medium setting for model generation, 201, 202
Merge Proposals command, 71
Message Log tool, 18
metadata, 43
Minimum Horizontal Slope setting, 260
Minimum Value setting
   feature themes, 26
   terrain themes, 260
mixed units, 55
Model Explorer panel, 8, 8, 25
Model Explorer tool, 7, 10
Model History dialog, 286, 286
Model Properties dialog extents, 58–60, 58
   proposals, 73, 73
Model Properties tool, 10, 18
models
   3D. See 3D model styles base. See base models
disconnecting, 287
generation settings, 200–207, 200–206
   measuring, 247–251, 248–249, 251
   overview, 20–23, 21
   Start Page
      accessing through, 3–5, 4
      settings, 2
   synchronizing, 285–286, 286
   visual analysis, 252–256, 252–253, 255–256
   working with, 23–27, 24–27
modules
   asset cards, 14
description, 2, 19
icons, 9
roads, 83
mouse for navigation, 27–31, 29–30
move gizmo
   barriers, 140
   buildings, 106
city furniture, 157
coverages, 94
pipelines and pipeline connectors, 152
points of interest, 115
trees, 120, 122
   water features, 131
Move Selected Theme Down control
   feature themes, 268
terrain themes, 259
Move Selected Theme Up control
   feature themes, 267
terrain themes, 259
mulch landscape areas, 171
N
NAD (North American Datum), 49
Name & Proposal settings, 291–293
names
   feature themes, 269
   models, 40
proposals, 70
scenarios, 292
snapshots, 228
terrain themes, 260
navigation, 27
  bookmarks, 36–38, 37
  keyboard, 31
  mouse, 27–31, 29–30
  selection, 35–36, 36
  beneath terrain, 147, 147
  ViewCube, 31–35, 32–34
Need An Autodesk ID option, 4
New icon, 39
New Model dialog, 39–41, 40–41
No Facades setting, 201, 201
Normal option for Colorize effect, 221
North American Datum (NAD), 49
Number Of Rules setting
  feature themes, 269
  terrain themes, 260

O
Object Spacing setting, 140
Object Spacing Variance setting, 140
offsets
curbs, 179
pipeline and pipeline
  connectors, 153
Online Models section, 4
Open command, 5
Open In Web Browser tool, 291
Optimize for Quality option, 26, 213, 213
Optimize For Speed option, 212, 213
Optimized For Quality/Speed setting, 208
Orbit animation, 241
orientation
  pipelines and pipeline connectors, 152–154, 155
  ViewCube, 31–32, 32, 34, 34
Outer Material setting, 177
outlines for coverages, 171
Oval Hedge option, 124

P
Palette Type setting
  feature themes, 269
  terrain themes, 261
Pan and Zoom animation, 241
panels, description, 8
parking lots, 92, 93, 98–104, 100, 102, 171–176, 174–175
Paste option, 108
Paste In Place option, 108
path animations
  applying, 234–237, 235
  editing, 239–240, 240
  exercise, 238–239
paved shoulder areas, 185
pavement texture, 170
people, 156
performance, 127–128, 128
Pipeline Connector - Height setting, 153
Pipeline Connector - Orientation setting, 153
Pipeline Connectors tool, 12
Pipeline - Elevation Offset setting, 153
Pipeline - Elevation Offset From and Elevation Offset To setting, 153
Pipeline - Size X and Size Y setting, 153
Pipeline Storm-RCP style, 150
pipelines and pipeline connectors creating, 146, 146, 148–151, 150–151
ing, 154–156, 155–156
  gizmos, 152
preparing for, 147–148, 147–148
properties, 153
working with, 145, 145
Pipelines tool, 12
Play The Camera Path option, 236
Play The Current Keyframe option, 236
Play The Current Storyboard option, 239–240
POI folder, 114
Point Cloud Themes tool, 13
points of interest
  editing, 115–116
  exercise, 116–120, 117–119
pushpins, 76
working with, 113–114
Points of Interest tool, 12, 17, 114
Polygon tool, 293
Polygon Select tool, 11
  See also water areas
Pre-compute Ambient Occlusion setting, 204
Presentation toolbar, 16–17
presentations, 199
renders, 228–233, 229
snapshots, 227–228, 228, 231–232, 232
storyboards. See storyboards
Sun & Sky settings, 223–227, 224, 226–227
visual effects, 214–223, 215–221
visualization, 199
  3D graphics settings,
    207–214, 207–209, 211, 213–214
model generation settings, 200–207, 200–206
working with, 199–200
Preview settings
  feature themes, 269
  roads, 180, 180
  Start Page, 2
  terrain themes, 261
product settings, 200
projection coordinate systems, 43
Properties tool, 10
  buildings, 108
  feature themes, 269
  roads, 83
Proposal To Publish setting, 292
proposals
  adding, 71–73, 72–73
  as checkpoints, 15
  description, 46
  scenarios, 292
  styles, 168
  working with, 69–71, 70
Proposals panel, 70, 70
Proposals tool, 10
Proximity Distance setting, 114–115
Publish/Sync tool, 7
Publisher role, 281
pushpins
  points of interest, 75–76
  roads, 83–85

Q
quality settings, 26, 26, 127, 215, 216
quantile distributions, 271
Radius Select tool, 11
railways, 86, 86
Railways tool, 12, 86
Range Finder tool, 14, 252–253, 253
raster images for material styles, 166
Raster setting, 311
Red tool, 7
realms, 86
Railways tool, 12, 86
Range Finder tool, 14, 252–253, 253
raster images for material styles, 166
Raster setting, 311
Reader role, 282
Realistic Water setting, 209, 210
Recorded Walk animation, 241
rectangles for pipelines, 145
rectangular prisms, 138
Rectangular Select tool, 11
Red Green Blue (RGB) system, 166
Redo tool, 7
reflections, water, 209, 209
Refresh Keyframe Thumbnail option, 237
Refresh Selected Theme control feature themes, 267
terrain themes, 259
Regenerate tool, 18
Remove Current Proposal option, 71
Remove Last Measurement option, 249
Remove Vertex tool buildings, 107
roads, 82
Rename tool for styles, 163–164
Render Model dialog, 228–233, 229
Render Model tool, 17
Render Options dialog, 231
Render Progress settings, 230
Rendering Options setting, 215–219, 216–219
Reset Camera tool, 180
Reset option for camera path animations, 237
reshaping terrain, 256–257
resolution of snapshots, 228
Resume Regeneration tool, 18
RGB (Red Green Blue) system, 166
right-click menu
buildings, 107–108, 107
coverages, 95–96, 96–97
right mouse button, 28
rivers. See water areas
Rivers tool, 12
Road Intersection Material setting, 177
Road Type setting, 176–177
roads creating, 74–78, 74–78
editing, 79–80, 80, 83–85, 84–86
gizmos, 80–81, 81
importing, 66–67
properties, 82–83
Roads command, 20, 20
Roads tool, 12
Roadway catalog, 165
Roadway Design feature, 8, 19
rotate gizmo
barriers, 140
buildings, 106
city furniture, 157
coverages, 94
pipeline and pipeline connectors, 152
points of interest, 115
trees, 121–122
water features, 132
Rotate Z setting for barriers, 140
Row of Trees tool, 12, 120, 121
rows of trees
creating, 120, 121
editing, 122
Rule Editor dialog, 193, 194, 196–197
rules for styles, 193–197, 194–196
S
Save command, 15
Save Image setting, 230
Scale settings for terrain, 54
Scenario Browser tool, 16
scenarios, 290
Scenarios Editor asset card, 291–294, 292–295
Scenarios panel, 290–291, 290
sharing designs, 295–297, 296–297
Select A Color dialog, 168–169
Select by Filter tool, 11, 15
Select Draw Style asset cards barriers, 139, 141, 143
buildings, 101, 103
city furniture, 157–158
coverages, 87, 91–92, 91
parking stalls, 174, 174
pipelines, 146, 149–150
points of interest, 114, 117, 117
roads, 20, 20, 77
trees, 120, 124, 126
water areas, 130, 133–134, 134
Select Facade Theme Style dialog, 189
Select Material Style/Color dialog, 182
Select Mode tool, 8
Select Style dialog for roads, 66, 67, 85
Select Style/Color dialog coverages, 90
parking stalls, 173
Select tool, 11
Select toolbar, 11
Select Visible tool, 15, 252, 252
selecting
navigation, 35–36, 36
proposals, 46
Sepia option, 221
Set Current View As Home option, 32
Set Resolution setting, 228
Set Speed setting, 237
Set Up Account Admins option, 282
Settings and Utilities toolbar, 17–19
Setup User Defined Colors dialog, 269
shadows
analyzing, 273–278, 273–274, 276–278
Sun & Sky settings, 223
water areas, 209, 210
Shape Terrain command, 95–96, 96–97
shared designs, 279
collaboration
Civil 3D, 298–303, 298–303
InfraWorks 360, 279–283, 280–283
scenarios, 290–297, 290, 292–297
storyboards, 246, 246
synchronizing models, 285–286, 286
shortcuts, keyboard, 31
Show Backfaces setting
3D graphics, 210, 211, 214, 214
pipelines, 147, 149
Show Content Items with Text and Thumbnail option • time and date settings

Show Content Items With Text And Thumbnail option, 77, 149, 174
Show/Hide Measurements option, 249
Show Storyboard Library option, 239
Show Tooltip option, 108
Sign In tool, 6
signing in, 5
Size X setting, 153
Size Y setting, 153
Sky Overcast % setting, 228, 230
slope
  vs. horizontal distance, 250
terrain themes, 257
smooth radius for coverages, 97, 97
snapshots
creating, 227–228, 228
working with, 231–232, 232
sound walls, 141, 142
Source tab for vector data, 65
sources of geospatial data, 51
Specialize settings, 2
Split Feature tool
coverages, 95
roads, 82, 85
.sqlite extension, 23
Stand of Trees tool, 12, 120, 121
standard deviation distributions, 272
stands of trees
  creating, 120, 121
  editing, 122
Start At setting for camera path animations, 236
Start Page, 2–5, 3–4
Start Render setting, 230
statistics for terrains, 256–257, 257
still images
  creating, 227–228, 228
  working with, 231–232, 232
Still Motion animation, 241
Stop Render setting, 230
Storm-Inlet option, 149
storm systems
drain systems, 148–151, 150–151
pipelines, 145, 145
Storyboard Creator tool, 16, 233, 239
Storyboard Player tool, 17
storyboards, 233, 234
animation types, 241–242, 241
camera path animations
  applying, 234–237, 235
  editing, 239–240, 240
  exercise, 238–239
  enhancing, 243–245, 244–245
  light and shadow analysis, 274–275, 274
  scenarios, 294, 294
  sharing, 246, 246
titles and captions, 242–243, 242–243
  stripes for roads, 185
Style Palette tool, 10, 13, 161–165, 162
Style Rules tool, 10, 13
styles, 161
  barriers, 138
  buildings, 102
coverages, 87–88, 171–176, 174–175
facade
  buildings, 201–204, 201–203
creating, 188–192, 190–192
  working with, 186–188, 187–188
managing, 161–166, 162–165
material. See material styles
material groups, 181–183, 183
points of interest, 114
propsalas, 168
rules, 193–197, 194–196
storm drain systems, 150
water areas, 129–130
stylization options for vector data, 62
Sun & Sky settings
equipment, 225–227, 226–227
renders, 230
  working with, 223–225, 224, 227, 273
Sun & Sky tool, 13, 17
surface layers, 61–62, 61–62
Surface Opacity tool
description, 13, 17
pipelines, 147, 149
synchronizing models, 280, 285–286, 286, 289, 289, 297
T
tension wires, 145
Terrain Opacity setting, 218–219, 219
Terrain Simplification setting, 202–203, 203
Terrain Statistics tool, 15, 256–257, 257
Terrain Themes panel, 258–259, 258
Terrain Themes tool, 13, 258
terrains
  analyzing, 261–265, 262–264
  importing data, 52–58, 52–57
  opacity, 218–219, 219
  simplification, 202–203, 203
  statistics, 256–257, 257
  themes, 257–261, 258, 260, 265
TexCoord Anchor option, 168
text
  formatting, 118
  storyboard titles and captions, 242–243, 242–243
texture
  vs. color, 170
  material styles, 166, 167, 170–171
Texture Settings option, 168
Theme Properties dialog
  features, 268–271, 268, 271
terrains, 259–261, 260, 263–265, 264
themes
  facade styles, 187
  feature, 266–272, 266–268, 271–272
terrains, 257–261, 258, 260
thickness of rectangular prisms, 138
3D distances, 249
3D model styles
  barriers, 138
  buildings, 102
coverages, 87–88
graphics settings, 26, 207–214, 207–209, 211, 213–214
points of interest, 114
water areas, 130
TIF files, 56
time and date settings
  light and shadows, 276–277
  renders, 230
storyboards, 274, 274
sun and sky, 223–224
Time Of Day setting, 230, 274
Time To Next Keyframe setting, 237
Time Zone Offset setting, 230
TIN (triangular irregular network) method, 202
titles for storyboards, 242–243, 242–243
Toggle 2D/3D Sketch Display command, 71
tooltips
buildings, 102, 106
coverage elevation, 96
points of interest, 76, 113–114, 115, 118–119
roads, 81
towers, transmission, 138, 139
Town View option, 89
Track animation, 242
Track Dimensions setting, 178–179
Track Icons setting, 179
Track Inner Height Offset setting, 179
Track Main Category setting, 178
Track Outer Height Offset setting, 179
Track Settings, 177–180, 177–180
Track Surfaces setting, 179
Track Width setting, 178, 179
transitions for camera path animations, 236
transmission towers, 138, 139
transparency
color, 166
feature themes, 269
terrain themes, 261
trees, 120
creating, 120, 121
editing, 120–122, 122
gizmos, 120–122
height, 125
working with, 123–127, 124–127
triangular irregular network (TIN) method, 202
Tunnel Settings, 181, 181
tunnels, 145, 176

U
UCS (user coordinate system), 44, 44
underground work. See pipelines and pipeline connectors
Undo tool, 7
units
coordinate systems, 43
distance, 251
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM), 49
Update All control
feature themes, 268
terrain themes, 259
Update Thumbnail tool, 10, 18
Use 10 Bit Color Channels setting, 211
Use Corridor Regions Instead Of Top Surface option, 302
Use Entire Model option, 59
Use Viewport Resolution option, 228
user coordinate system (UCS), 44, 44
user interface, 6
Intelligent Tools.
See Intelligent Tools
Utility Bar, 6–8
working with, 19–20, 20
Utility Bar, 6–8
UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator), 49
UTM83-17 coordinate system, 48–49

V
vector data, importing, 62–67, 64–67
vehicles, 156
vertex elevation gizmo for roads, 81, 81
vertex location gizmo
barriers, 139
buildings, 105
city furniture, 157
coverages, 94
pipelines and pipeline connectors, 152
points of interest, 115
roads, 80–81, 81
water features, 131
Vertical Pattern setting, 191
vertices
coverages, 88
pipelines, 146
roads, 79–82, 81, 84–85
View control
feature themes, 267
terrain themes, 259
ViewCube navigation, 31–33, 32–33
exercise, 33–35, 34
roads, 180
visibility of pipelines, 147, 147
visual analysis for models, 252–256, 252–256
visual barriers, 141
visual effects
exercise, 222–223
performance, 127
wind turbines, 143
working with, 214–221, 215–221
Visual Effects tool, 17
Visual Quality setting, 127
Visual tab for points of interest, 114
visualization options
3D graphics settings, 207–214, 207–209, 211, 213–214
model generation settings, 200–207, 200–206
working with, 199–200

W
Waiting Time setting, 237
walls. See barriers
Water Area Search Radius setting, 204
water areas, 129
creating, 130, 131
flood simulation, 264–265, 264
gizmos, 131–132
properties, 132, 132
reflections, 209, 209
roads through, 75
types, 129
working with, 128–129, 129, 133–137, 134–137
Water Areas tool, 12
Water Level setting, 132, 135, 136
Water Shader style, 130
Watermarks tool, 17
weather conditions
exercise, 225–227, 226–227
renders, 230
working with, 223–225, 224, 273, 273
width material styles, 167
rectangular prisms, 138
water areas, 128–129, 132, 135, 136
Wind & Clouds setting, 224–225
Wind Direction setting, 224
wind farms, 141, 143, 143–144
observing. See camera path animations scenarios, 296–297, 296
Wind Speed setting, 225

Window Select tool, 11
Wireframe setting, 216, 217
Wireframe tool, 13

X
x coordinates for roads, 81

Y
y coordinates for roads, 81

Z
z-axis for roads, 81
Z scale factor for terrain data, 54
Zoom animation, 242
Zoom To Extents Of Scenario tool, 291
Zoom to Selected tool, 11, 35